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BEST OF...

“These look so precise that who knows what 
  amazing recording studio details you'll hear?
  Jimi Hendrix's memories?”

“We are happy to make the LCD-X our choice for 
  Product of the Year in the Personal Audio category”

www.audeze.com

“Exquisitely well-built offering incredible
  performance. In design, build, and performance, 
  they’re the epitome of high-end.”

“Audeze headphones exemplify the pursuit of 
  excellence. No dynamic headphone at any price 
  comes close…”

Audeze LLC is a California-based high-end audio 
manufacturer delivering the most accurate sound 
reproduction available today. Audeze products are 
engineered with the latest innovations in materials 
science and technology matched with precision 
craftsmanship to produce an astonishingly dynam-
ic and immersive sound. Audeze’s commitment to 
research and development is reflected in every 
facet of our made-in-the-USA products.

™

™

“Bass impact and detail is simply otherworldly, 
  midrange performance is similarly stellar.”

"Frankly, these headphones feel the way that 
  the interior of a Rolls-Royce automobile looks 
  – in a word, sumptuous."



Audeze LCD Collection

Reference-Level Design

Rosewood / Leather Bamboo / LeatherRosewood / Microsuede Lambskin Leather

Zebrawood / Microsuede

Closed-Back Design

Purple Heart WalnutIrokoLambskin / BubingaZebrawood / Leather

Fazor Technology
Patent-pending Fazor elements help guide and manage 
the flow of sound in the headphone for improved phase 
response, greater frequency extension, smoother frequency 
response, and 3D holographic imaging.

 
Magnetic Structure
Our proprietary planar magnetic architecture creates a 
powerful and uniform magnetic field across the diaphragm 
resulting in very low distortion even at full output.

 
Ultra-Thin Diaphragm
Our newly-developed ultra-thin diaphragm is significantly 
thinner than other planar designs. It’s suspended between 
arrays of magnets and tensioned with extreme precision for 
an even distribution of force across its surface.

The original, a beautiful, seductive sound encompassing the same powerful, 
differentiated bass as all Audeze headphones, transitioning to a gorgeous 
and tonal-rich midrange, with a beautiful, warm and emotive treble region. 
It takes a real effort not to enjoy music on these headphones.

A vibrant and exceptionally neutral 
sound with incredible air around 
each performer and note. There’s 
shimmer in the highs and a 
world-class midrange revealing 
everything in the recording. Its 
stunning dynamics give music 
you-are-there excitement. Superb 
for studio use they’re easy to drive 
and work beautifully with all 
portable players. 

Silky, refined sound, a wide, enveloping out-of-the-head soundstage 
that’s delivering intimate club sound or concert-level dynamics. The bass 
is powerful, controlled and consistent, the midrange engagingly 
attractive, with a golden, burnished and beautifully balanced treble 
region. The experience is magnetic!

A private and intimate way to hear Audeze-level sound. Closed-backs reduce 
ambient noise and are more private -- no sound escapes the earcups. It has 
the same performance as the open collection; powerful bass, attractive 
midrange, and detailed high frequencies. Easy to drive, they work beautifully 
with portable devices.

High-Performance Design

State-of-the-art Design

For product specifications visit: www.audeze.com

Options
• Lambskin or leather-free
 headband and earpads
• Ruggedized travel case or 
 wooden show case

Options
• Lambskin or leather-free
 headband and earpads
• Cups available in a variety
 of premium woods

Options
• Lambskin or leather-free
 headband and earpads
• Enclosure available in Caribbean
 rosewood or bamboo composite

Options
• Lambskin or leather-free
 headband and earpads

Grill

Stator with Magnets

Fazor

Fazor

Stator with Magnets

Ultra-Thin Substrate Circuit Trace Pattern Enclosure

Proprietary Planar Magnetics
Audeze’s breakthroughs and advancements in planar 
magnetic designs have created what many say are the best 
headphones available. Combining expertise in the fields of 
magnetics, thin-film technology, and audio, Audeze has 
developed world-class, proprietary planar magnetic designs.

Inside Audeze Technology


